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Commitments 
• Leading by example together with my closest contractors 

(influence direct partners)
• Be more honest and brave towards others
• Safety culture ladder: consider to use / add Hofstede 

insights CBSM to enhance SCL to include national & 
organizational cultural differences in safety management 

• I’m going to do more GEMBA walks and start to ask more 
for feedback rather than telling

• Spend more time with the staff and other colleagues 
on-site talking about safety and asking for their feedback 
to improve!

• More for T, more for me
• Walk the talk and try to adopt your experiences from 

today
• Common platform to share learnings & successes on 

HSE & walk the talk
• I will reach out to leaders across the organisation in order 

to facilitate self-caring & caring for others!
• Establish trust culture helps open dialogue
• Always remember that: safety starts with you; engage 

people to be aware; practise safety awareness everywhe-
re, not just in business hours but also privately

• For offshore / remote working colleagues: back office 
onshore to support families in event of need

• Step back in case of changes and do a proper safety 
evaluation / risk assessment

• Promote the development of a HSE network amongst the 
other contractors of TenneT in order to share lessons 
learned and avoid recurrence on ongoing projects

• My energy is needed to really connect with employees, 
colleagues, partners on the topic of safety. Open the 
conversation more

• Make HSE as standard question to personnel on site: 
what can be improved?

• Inspiration: never stop inviting people, always start with 
questions

• Permanent crew training to improve safety culture. 
Motivate crew to report all issues to learn from each other

• At the end of the day, return home to my family and the 
same for my fellow workers

• Exemplary behaviour + connection
• I am going to establish a safety council at BHRS imple-

menting all workers to shape HSE culture on-site
• Spend more time with people in the field
• Walk the talk
• Pay more attention to well-being
• Reconsider elements of TenneT’s contractual relationship 

toensure that SHE-topics are not up to commercial 
competition

• My energy should be on really getting safety as prio nr. 1 
in the DNA of my team members, by having the brutally 
honest dialogue 

• Compliment and appreciate safe behaviour of others. 
This opens the conversation in a positive way. Ask for 
ideas on how to improve safety, ask for the top 3 risks

• Use my energy to tell the stories of the people I meet
• Put my energy in creating a culture where people dare to 

speak-up!
• Share the discussions and topics of this meeting with my 

team and discuss what can we do with it as a team
• Personally engage with (small) teams and individuals
• Strengthen the safety community among contractors, 

partners & customers in LNG projects and make safety a 
role-model for collaboration

• I will find ways to integrate safety as agenda topic in my 
talks to external stakeholders (government) in order to 
drive and accelerate the energy transitions safely

• Be more visible and interact transparently to a larger 
extent

• Being clear about the objectives and ‘the why’, connect 
to people

• Connect and support people
• Start discussions (and listen)
• Spending more time in the field connecting to people
• Improve way of communicating HSE risks
• Ensure that safety programs and initiatives are follo-

wed-up actively and continuously implemented throug-
hout projects



Break-out topics
1. Safety culture  

Inspiring each other in how to encourage your 
organization to safely share ideas and speak up

2. Contractor Management  
Safety throughout the chain of contractors 

3. Care for our people  
Mental Health on sites 

1. Safety culture  
Inspiring each other on how to encourage your 
organization to safely share ideas and speak up 

Context:
Encouraging colleagues to share and speak up, both 
requires a strong safety culture, and further strengthens is. 
People are more likely to open up to you, if you also open up 
yourself. And are more likely to care for you and others, if 
they also (feel enabled to) care for themselves. 
The more time and effort leaders bring towards openness, 
inviting behaviour and setting an example, the more likely 
employees are to also feel invited to speak up. Even when 
there is no active invitation to do so. 

Communication is a crucial enabler in making sure the 
invitation is not lost in translation. Some suggestions:
• Make sure to communicate from one human being to 

another human being
• Authenticity is felt and much needed
• Different cultures require different forms of communication
• Non-verbal communication (enhanced by (social) media 

is always on display

A few concrete ideas to work on a safety culture, 
to be more inviting:
• Getting more information from projects (for example 

bi-weekly update meeting with project SHE) helps to ask 
the right questions, be more approachable

• It can help to also show how you as a leader take safety 
seriously outside of work (e.g. bike to work: wear helmet 
and reflecting vest). It should be a ‘way of life’, not 
something you turn on when you get to work.

• Genuine care for people can be stimulated by weekly 
check-in moments, where everybody is invited to share 
‘how are they doing’. This can also give an opening for a 
follow-up conversation where you show you care in a less 
public setting. 

• And lastly: if somebody speaks up or shares an idea, 
make sure you provide follow-up! Make an example out 
of it to reinforce positive behavior

2. Contractor Management 
Safety throughout the chain of contractors

The dialogue focused on management of SHE-require-
ments. Less on how to create a shared SHE mindset, 
behaviour and leadership throughout all project staff/crews 
in the supply chain.  

Role of TenneT vs EPCI contractor
• General opinion is that TenneT should not impose its 

management-system. Based on requirements, TenneT 
should mandate the contractor’s system. Focus on a mini-
mum set of requirements (instead of overloading). 
Respect the management system of the contractor, as it 
is their Way of working and employees are used to these 
routines.

• TenneT should have an onsite presence/visibility. To be a 
part, and to develop team and partnership. TenneT has a 
supervision role, but it is also important to work together 
on building relationships, understanding and giving 
appreciation and have fun together (there is a shared 
project ambition).   

• TenneT can help in managing the supply chain. Everyone 
(TenneT/Contractor) has their own role and responsibility. 
But at the same time there is a shared challenge, in 
creating the same project mindset and meeting objectives 
and requirements. Having attention for the (minimum) set 
of requirements is an important element.  

• Point of attention is: SHE should not be an element of 
competition, from the perspective of preventing costs. 
Based on the discussions there was no shared view on 
how to do this.

4. Adhering to rules  
How can we improve our (onsite) employees’ 
adherence to Life Saving Rules in order to protect 
their well-being 

5. TenneT as safety partner  
Brutally honest conversation about leadership role

6. TenneT as safety partner  
Brutally honest conversation about measures taken



Safety requirements for sub-contractors
• Quite some subcontractors are smaller companies. They 

often do not have the capabilities to understand and 
manage all requirements. 

• Develop a joint HSE language. Often sub-contractors 
have a challenge to have a proper understanding of 
requirements. It is important to create a shared under-
standing. What is needed and expected. TenneT should 
have attention for the burden of requirements (set a 
minimum and focus). General opinion is that it is needed 
to help Sub-contractors understand and meet these 
requirements. 

• Align all employees on the basic requirements (incl. 
mindset and expected behaviour) of the project is a 
shared training/familiarization for all staff working on the 
project. 

• Topic was the costs for sub-contractors to meet the requi-
rements. There was not a shared view on how to do this. 
But in general it would be good if subcontractors can 
allocate SHE-costs, particular for special TenneT/project 
requirements (like training efforts). 

Follow-up
It is a challenging subject. Although we only focused on 
two topics, it was a good start to share some first views. 
The dialogue should continue to find ways in the shared 
challenges we have. 

3. Care for our people 
Mental health on sites

The taboo around mental health and wellbeing is slowly 
decreasing. On top of that we also notice that mental health 
and wellbeing does not stop at our people, it is extended to 
their relatives. It is important that for our people and their 
loved-ones help is just a phone call away (hotline). Especially 
in these trying times with the war in the Ukraine, inflation 
and Covid.

Trust in teams can be created, but it is a slow process, and 
it is easily demolished. Management and leaders play an 
important role in creating this trust and psychological safety 
by leading by example. What you give is what you get!We 
must always remember that mental wellbeing is about the 
connection from one human being to another, not about 
roles, functions, and contracts. Even though we sometimes 
feel a barrier due to functions and contracts.

Another way to ensure a good atmosphere in teams is by 
creating mixed groups with complementing characters. We 
also notice this is sometimes difficult to plan/organize. 
Therefore, building a relationship is important. How?

• Create commitment top down (in what spirit do we want 
to work together and communicate?) and share that 
commitment with the team

• Engage and invite the team
• Plan sessions off site for team building and also create 

space for team building on site
• Let the team know it is about THEIR conversation not the 

conversation of the management.
• Adding anything like sports competition helps creates 

teams. From ping pong tables to a football. 

A few concrete ideas to work on mental health:
• Mental health hotline for employers and their relatives
• Walkie talkies with management -> invest in your people, 

get to know them
• Training employees in recognizing the early signs of men-

tal ‘instability’ (both positive such as being in love, and 
negative, such as burn out). And training them in starting 
the conversation.

• Organize group sessions for those dealing with burn-out 
(one organization present in the break-out group did this. 
There were 20 spots and they filled up within 60 minutes, 
so they immediately acted on creating more spots!).

4. Adhering to rules 
How can we improve our (onsite) employees’ 
adherence to LSR in order to protect their well-being

Context:
• We move together with our business-partners from 

‘point-to-point’ connections towards ‘grid’ connections. 
• We would like to have uniform Life Saving Rules that are 

easier to understand. 

Insights:
• Adapt your message and interventions to the receiver:
 - Cultural differences are important
 - Different people have different triggers for commitment
• Getting adherence is a continuous process
 - One introduction is not enough
 - Regular attention is needed
• Walk the talk
 - Leadership leads by example; always! 
 - Live by the rules
• Explain the ‘why’ behind the rules
 - Value based motivation is needed to embrace rules
 - Explain and keep explaining
• Give attention to good / positive examples
 - Compliments really work
 - You need positive examples to generate positive energy



5. Leadership role 
TenneT as a Safety partner. A brutally honest 
conversation 

There is a clear difference between the personal relationship 
(partners scored with a 10) and the experience on-site 
(partners scored with a 5). The intentions of TenneT are 
good and genuine, but we need to work together on safety 
also more on-site! This starts with creating clear expectations 
on safety culture and process/rules: what do we want to see.

For example by:
• TenneT safety teams dedicated to a sub-contractor
• A shared training center
• Developing safety rules together 
• Having a shared budget for safety
• Make safety a career path, make it attractive for top talent 

(now many are freelance, they talk from their own 
experience, TenneT DNA is missing!)

• Shared kick-off and building shared teams early on 
before a project starts

Exemplary quotes:
• “We don’t compete on safety!”
• “Safety cannot be dealt with contractually!”
• “I saw one site that had 50 sub-contractors… of course it 

is a wild mix of rules and mindsets. Contractors should all 
agree on 1 set of rules and 1 mindset”

• “Instead of addressing an issue with a colleague (aan-
spreken), they rather send a picture to their supervisor”

• “Safety inspection is perceived as the police instead of a 
common shared goal to perform well”

• “Before, it was a precondition in the tender to adhere to 
the safety rules of TenneT. Now it says learn it within the 
first 18 months. This clearly shows that safety is not a 
priority, but that the work pressure is dominating!”

• “With this much pressure for the energy transition, we 
should also do the planning together”

6. Measures taken
TenneT as a Safety partner. A brutally honest 
conversation

Statement: 
It is clear that planning or budget will never 
overrule safety 

• Safety starts at tender phase with proper criteria. These 
criteria will form the basis of safety. And a starting point 
for a dialogue on how to interpret them and have them 
properly in place. 

• It is important how we convey the message and how it is 
perceived. In other words, what do I tell my people and 
how is this message translated. It is good to check the 
translation and see how it is perceived. 

• Question is; how do contractors see us (TenneT)? What is 
their view of us? We should be well aware of this and be 
sharp to have this aligned and make safety a joint effort. 

• Safety is about learning together and not blaming each 
other. This industry needs to learn from each other.  
How can we facilitate sharing learnings (even between 
competitors). How do we align this with (company) 
compliance? Are we able to step over our shadow and 
benefit from a new view on safety? We can learn from 
other industries such as Oil and Gas. 

• “When it comes to Safety it is about equality and how can 
both we and I improve”. There should be no hierarchy. 

Statement: 
If I voice concerns about safety, TenneT will take them 
seriously no matter what 

• We should be aware about the difference in reporting 
(should be aligned) to convey the correct message 
(systems). But also how we “read” and interpret the 
reports from of these systems. 

• We should have a coach and not an inspector to help 
with the learning mindset (while not contributing to a 
blame culture). We all shape that culture and contribute 
to it.  

• It’s about having a dialogue and not to judge. Share 
thoughts and worries instead of pointing the finger to 
each other. This helps creating this learning and safety 
culture. 

• The company culture makes the safety culture. It is 
important to share this and discuss each others view on 
it. Good to do this from the very beginning. 


